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Dedication
 Tommy’s Trains is dedicated to a time from my growing-up years 
when toy trains were a big deal. A train set might have been set up 
in your basement. Or perhaps at Christmas it was wrapped in a 
package under your tree. Or maybe you had one that was part of 
the Christmas decorations with a train that went round and round 
under that tree. 
 I remember piecing together tracks in an oval or in a circle. Then 
I put up little toy plastic trees and houses along the train’s route. I 
placed train-crossing signs here and there. I remember the warning 
train-crossing sign that had a light on it. It was one of my favorite 
pieces. 
 That’s been many years ago, but those memories linger. 
 I hope children today have the chance to share those same 
make-believe train stories that I made up as I played with my train 
set. Times change and toys do too. But a child’s imagination is a gift 
that times and generations will never erase. It’s a gift that can grow 
and bloom with just the tiniest spark.
 The wonder of the imagination needn’t stop in childhood. Lean 
back, relax, and let yours soar, no matter what your age.
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Chugga, chugga,
Chugga, chug.

It was the sound of the train

That Tommy loved.

Clickity, clickity,
Clickity, clack.
His small toy train

Rolled around

The black tracks.



A bright red engine

Led the way 

Pulling six boxcars 

That rattled and swayed.



There was a fuel car.

A flatcar. A passenger car too.  

Plus a toy engineer 

With a cap of blue.



A yellow caboose

Bobbled in the back

Of all the train cars

Going along the tracks.

Chugga, chugga, 
Chugga, chug.

It was the sound of the train

That Tommy loved.


